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White Supremacy
White Supremacy was created from Darwinist ideology its the ideal that the White Race is
superior and thus this justifies the creation of military empires that conqueror and subjugation
other races as inferior. This ideology was manufactured by the ruling classes of the large
commercial empires. Who were conquering other lands simply to loot them for the benefit of
building up their own power. The Chinese and Japanese and other empires of the world have
justified their empires with identical notions. This is nothing new.
The same Darwinist ideology was used by the same ruling classes in Europe to maintain the
feudal caste system by declaring that the under classes of Whites were inferiors who were in
their position because they had inferior genes. And that nature had granted the ruling classes
the genes to rule and the lower classes to serve them as property. Darwin declared the Irish on
the lowest rung of evolution out of all other races on earth. The Irish are the Whitest of the White
race. This was done to justify the Imperialism of the British Empire and its brutal occupation of
Ireland which included engineered genocide with the Potato Famine. Darwin was part of the
Malthusian ideology which declared the lower social-economic classes of Whites as inferior and
the system he wanted to created was identical to the Soviet Gulags. In which the poor would be
forced to work themselves to early deaths by a system of control of food rations and labour. And
thus eliminate the "useless eaters". These ideals were the dominate ones in the halls of the
powerful. This was the ideology that was employed in Ireland with the extermination of whole
White populations of the lower classes by starvation. This is nothing more then the continuation
of the power structure of Christianity they replaced the divine right of kings and Popes with
"genes" or in layman terms..... "Muh Nature".
Social Darwinism has no place in nature as other naturalists have shown. Species work
together mutually in evolution. And what is rewarded behaviour is kin altruism. This is the
opposite of Social Darwinism.
This Social Darwinism was promoted in America by capitalist robber barons in their "war of all
against all" as cheap way to justify their criminality and theft and the system of capitalist
exploitation they set up. These people were sending White children into the mines to perish for
profit. And used their control of government and the levels of its power the police and military to
conqueror and oppress other nations and oppress the White working classes within America as
well. This included openly massacring White workers who were fighting for social justice.
Where is the "White Supremacy".... What is there is neo-feudal classism that treats Whites just
as bad as non-Whites and views all outside and under its class as property to be exploited for
their own power. The power structure the Church created was a totalitarian feudal regime
similar to current North Korea. In which the majority of White People where literally the property
of the Church rulers and nobility class and didn't have any rights. If they left the serfdom the
plantation they were bound to. They would be hanged in public as a run away slave by the
ruling class. People were abused in all manners by the Church and nobility this includes arrest
and torture and murder by the Church.

One third of Whites who came to America where slaves and thousands of Whites were worked
to death as slaves next to African slaves in the sugar cane plantations. This is not White
Supremacy. The slave trade was organized originally out of Holland which along with England
became the base of Capitalism. This system is acknowledged to be created out of the Bible and
was. The Protestants regions of Northern Holland and England went into the Old Testament and
created a system from this. This included the creation of the slave trade and businesses run by
slave labour. This system was created when the new merchant and money lender class moved
into bed with the aristocracy and church and designed to continue the feudal system. Capitalism
is designed to be based on the Biblical doctrine of the Feudal system. This system creates
money, money debt lending and private property monopoly in which they use to centralize all
control in their hands and reduce the population to neo-feudal wage slavery. You work for them
and they have it all and you have nothing. You make them billions and you get nothing but debt.
In this system they created money and make it into "god" in order to create a instrument they
can rule though.

The same decade Black slaves were freed in the west so where twenty million White Slaves
with the abolishment of the institution of White slavery that had existed for a thousand years.
The serfdom in the Russian Empire. It was done with massive slave uprisings that were brutality
put down by armed violence by the Czar's army. The serf's were treated horribly and whipped
for anything under the sun. One Russian land owner once had a serf lay in front of him and
kicked his ribs in, the serf didn't utter a grunt. This was done to show how strong his property
was to a visitor. This is the kind of violence and oppression millions of Whites lived under for
hundreds of years thanks to the Bible.
The government is nothing but private corporations called parties that compete which each
other to be in the bigger seat of power so that the individuals in the parities can prostitute
themselves for higher amounts of money to the capitalist class by selling them never ending
favours in which they also enrich themselves to great degrees. This system is only maintained
by Capitalism.
We don't have White Supremacy we have a neo-feudal capitalist class that power structure is
based on the Biblical system. The ruling class is a money class and they have created an
artificial system in which money is what gives social status and power. This is a class
supremacy not White Supremacy. Obama has more power and privilege them all poor Whites in
America.

White privilege can not exist in a society based on class privilege which is money privilege in
which the ruling class oppresses Whites historically and to this day and creates ideological
systems to justify and maintain this class oppression. The only argument for "White privilege" is
that races favour their own people in general. Neural science has shown that racial people are
wired to favour their own and distrust the other. This is the same mechanism in all people of all
races. People can argue about the fairness of this and its a valid argument that can only lead to
one conclusion that of racial separation and self determination. As the only way to avoid racial
discrimination. Even in multi racial societies people already seek to create their own racial
communities and have autonomy over them. Why not follow this wisdom and go all the way with
it. When people have racial self rule that is the major step to freedom.

There can also be no Institutional White Racism in a society that has GOVERMENT imposed
policies that target Whites with open racial discrimination. And promotes anti-White racism as
mainstream narratives that are enforced with punishment for anyone who violates these norms.
This is a collective social and political persecution and dehumanization of an entire race for
being White. The entire power structure is anti-White from the banks, academia, media,
corporations and the government. They all engineer and enforce anti-White ideology and
polices. In the name of anti-racism. Which is an obvious joke as they are anti-White racists.

What has happened historically is when the enlightenment came about the power structure
worked to morph themselves and cloak themselves in its values. This is why the Capitalist class
promotes leftist ideology and runs and funds leftist groups. If they didn't they would not have
survived this long. As they would have had their entire power structure overthrown. They took
the leftists over with Marxism which pushed out the actual political altruists by force and murder
and then used fake promises and rhetoric to conqueror from within. And once they had power
like with the Russia revolution they murdered all the leftists and placed a totalitarian feudal
regime in power. Which was the extreme right of the day. Instead of a plantation state run by the
church and nobility its one run by the Party and secret police and army. The danger of the leftist
movement that came out of the enlightenment was it challenged the ideological basis of the
value system of the power structure. That challenge was against the BIBLE.
Know who wrote the Bible...... Its right in the Bible..... The Jewish race. Who created the
Catholic Church its right in history the Jewish race. Who then dreamed up the entire feudal
slave world we are living in....The Jews....Who created actual Capitalism....The Jews its all
based on Jewish ideology and to practice it is to practice Judaism. Who owns the world banks,
governments and media... The Jews.
Judaism states that all non-Jews are cattle, animals put here to be property of the Jews. And
that the Jews are the only human beings who are given total ownership over the world by their
"god". That is by definition.....SUPREMACY.... That is why the Jewish State of Israel treats the
Arabs the way they do.

We have a Jewish Supremacist globalist system. The Jews can only rule by creating totalitarian
systems of control. The Bible makes authority the state into god and they run the state.
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